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HIGHLIGHTS

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

Vapor Pressure:    44

Volatility:     66

Solubility:     Yes

Specific Gravity:     1.141

SAFETY CAUTIONS

HMIS RATINGS

Flammability

Reactivity

Personal Protection

Health

Store in closed, labeled contain-
ers.

Protect against heat and cold.

N VIRO 
WASH +

DESCRIPTION:

DIRECTIONS:

manufactured by:

ARROW MAGNOLIA - INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
Fax: 972.484.2896
www.arrowmagnolia.com C
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N VIRO WASH + can be diluted 10:1 with water 
depending on thickness for foam cleaning of 
concrete. The amount of dilution will depend on the 
thickness of the rust and concrete.

N VIRO WASH + should be applied by foaming 
spray equipment or applied by brush and bucket 
method. On difficult areas, brush agitation is 
always recommended.

When equipment is completely free of rust and 
concrete, rinse well with a diluted solution of 
BULLDOZER and water. 

When completely dry, apply MIRROR KOTE for a 
‘stick free’ protective finish.
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DOT Non-Corrosive

Non-Hazardous

Vapor Density:     8.68

Evaporation Rate:     Slower 
than ether

Physical Description:
Clear, red liquid w/acidic 
odor

pH:     0.8

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia 
has helped people solve 
their cleaning and mainte-
nance problems with the 
finest products available 
today.

Refer to MSDS for additional 
safety information.

N VIRO WASH + represents a breakthrough in 
concrete removal. It produces the cleaning power 
of concentrated Muriatic acid products with the 
safety and ease of use of a normal detergent 
product. It will handle the toughest of jobs quickly 
and efficiently and free your people from the fumes 
and danger of much harsher products. It can be 
used on the entire vehicle safely and economically.

Cleaning a larger area with less product is a func-
tion of our unique inhibiting system. This allows the 
product to spread as a result of being thicker. This 
new technology inhibitor attaches itself to the 
surface and leaves a protective coating that inhibits 
corrosion and helps concrete from adhering.

Efficient & Economical Liquid
High Performance

Minimal to No Fuming

Non-Flammable

Unique Concrete Stripper

Store out of reach of children.

Biodegradable 


